Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach

REC U8-U10

Session Aims/Objective
Coach to improve...

Team/Age Group

Session date

Develop technically gifted, creative soccer players
1.) Increase a players comfort with the ball
2.) Increase a players soccer experience by increasing the players technical ability

U8-U10
Time available
1 hr

Technical -- Dribbling Variations. (15 Minutes)
Activity: Players dribble the ball around inside the given area. They can use different parts of
the foot to move the ball.
Coaching Points: keep the ball close, keep your body moving, use both feet
Click to insert session diagram

Progressions: Inside of feet only, outside, laces, bottom, right foot, left foot.

Freeze Tag (15 Minutes)
Activity: One defender must try and tag the attackers who are dribble the ball around the area.
If you get tagged you become frozen. Once you are frozen you can be unfrozen by a
teammate who dribble their ball through your legs.
Click to insert session diagram

Coaching Points: Keep the ball close to you. Change speed and direction to avoid the
defenders. Attack with speed. Help your teammates.
Progression: Adjust the success of the players by changing the number of defenders and the
size of the area.

Game -- 4v4 or 6v6 (15 Minutes)
Activity: Play a small sided game. Use basic soccer rules.
Coaching Points: Encourage players to take lots of touches on the ball. Encourage the players
to make mistakes, try out different moves, and be creative.
Click to insert session diagram

Progressions: Use more than one ball if necessary. Add the condition that a player must do a
move before they score. The goal of this condition is to increase the number of moves
attempted in the game.

Action Points/Notes:
Finish training by going over the footwork from the beginning. (15 Minutes)
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